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Introductory Letter from Dr. Gregory McElroy

To your healthiest smile,

 

P.S. When you are ready to learn more about Invisalign for your-
self or a loved one, call us at 760.621.7551 and request your 
$99 Dr. McElroy New Patient Dental Health Exam!

Dear Friend,

Do you wish your teeth were straighter looking when you smile? Do you find yourself avoiding or-
thodontic treatment because you hate the idea of chafing metal braces? If you answer yes to both 
those questions, then I urge you to read about Invisalign, the cutting-edge alternative to traditional 
braces. With Invisalign, you can indeed achieve your ideal smile without the hassle, embarrassment, 
or discomfort that typically accompanies more traditional orthodontic appliances.

At McElroy Smiles By Design, my team and I have transformed over 15,000 smiles since 1990, and 
many of those transformations have been accomplished with clear Invisalign aligners. Our goal is to 
provide you with effective, comfortable treatment that enhances both your health and your appear-
ance. Your happiness is our priority!

When you have finished reading this report, feel free to call me and my team at 760.621.7551 with 
any lingering questions you may have. If you feel ready to take the next step, then I invite you to 
schedule your $99 Dr. McElroy New Patient Dental Health exam, which includes x-rays and a com-
prehensive treatment consultation for Invisalign and any other procedures that may interest you. We 
look forward to helping you on the path to your greatest smile.

Dr. Greg McElroy
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Invisalign is a clear, removable aligner that fits snugly over your teeth to guide them gently into 
their ideal position. Invisalign is capable of treating most common orthodontic issues with the 
same – if not better – efficiency than you find with braces. However, with Invisalign, you won’t 
need to deal with most of the unpleasant aspects of braces treatment, such as sore gums, food 
restrictions, or difficult hygiene regimens.

Because Invisalign is clear and fitted to your teeth, most people won’t even realize you are 
wearing it. This discretion makes Invisalign an ideal choice for adults, professionals, and any-
one else who doesn’t want the world to know they need braces. 

WHAT IS INVISALIGN?1
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Invisalign can be considered for adults and teenagers in need of mild to moderate orthodon-
tic treatment. Because Invisalign is a removable appliance, the ideal candidate is someone 
responsible enough to care for their aligners without losing or breaking them.

Invisalign can be a great option in particular for people who rely on their appearance through-
out the day, such as professionals who spend much of their time in meetings, with clients, or 
in front of cameras. Invisalign is also a good alternative for athletes and musicians who play 
horn or wind instruments. Instead of needing to wear a special mouthguard or “relearn” an 
instrument with braces, you can simply remove your aligner when it’s time to play.

WHO IS A CANDIDATE 
FOR INVISALIGN? 32
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The benefits of Invisalign clear aligners are numerous and include…

● Discretion. No one needs to know you’re undergoing treatment.
● Comfort. Invisalign aligners are made of smooth plastic, so they don’t cause the 
 chafing and discomfort of traditional braces.
● Easy Hygiene. No need to battle with floss threaders. 
 Don’t struggle to brush in braces’ 
 nooks and crannies. With Invisalign, you simply remove your aligner and brush 
 your teeth as normal!
● Freedom. Since you can remove your Invisalign aligner to eat and drink, you can 
 skip all the food restrictions that come with braces.
● Efficiency. Thanks to the specialized computer technology that maps your teeth’s 
 movement, Invisalign may be able to provide your ideal smile up to 50% faster 
 than traditional braces!

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS 
OF INVISALIGN?3
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In certain situations, such as with very young patients or severe tooth misalignment, tradi-
tional braces may be the preferable treatment. However, when Invisalign is a viable option, 
such as with mild to moderate crooked teeth, it frequently stands out as the ideal choice for 
orthodontic care. Ultimately, the best way to know what’s right for you is to speak with your 
doctor. Together, you and your doctor can review your wishes, your lifestyle, and your ortho-
dontic needs to identify the right treatment for you.

IS INVISALIGN OR BRACES 
TREATMENT THE BETTER 
CHOICE FOR YOU?
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Come In for Our New Patient Special!

To your healthiest smile,

 

P.S. When you are ready to learn more about Invisalign for yourself or a loved one, call us at 
760.621.7551 and request your $99 Dr. McElroy New Patient Dental Health Exam.

Dear Friend,

I hope you have found this report informative! at this time, I would like to invite you to contact my 
office with any remaining questions you may have about clear Invisalign aligners. Our experienced, 
friendly team is here for you!

Also, when you feel ready to take the next step, call McElroy Smiles By Design to schedule your new 
patient dental exam and orthodontic consultation. During your visit, we will provide you with a thor-
ough examination, x-rays, and an in-depth discussion about your treatment options. We will educate 
you further on the ways that Invisalign can help your specific situation, as well as any other proce-
dures that may interest you, and we will answer all your questions. 

Don’t let yourself struggle unnecessarily with crooked teeth or gaps between your teeth any longer. 
Our team is ready to join you on your exciting journey to a brand new smile. Call us at 760.621.7551 
today!

Dr. Greg McElroy
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